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FAREWELL TO DAVID GOODMAN, THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY’S FOUNDER 
 
With great sadness we report the death of David Goodman, aged 96, just a month before 

the 40th anniversary of the Society that he created in October 1973. Others are better 

placed to tell the complete story of David’s full and varied life, and so we will focus on his 

unique place within this Society and its subsequent part in Chichester’s civic life. 

 

David was an artist whose vision and interests extended to the civic realm 

• Born in 1918, the son of a London art dealer, David Goodman trained at St Martins 

School of Art but his artistic career was interrupted by the Second World War. He 

served in the RAF as an aircraft fitter at Westhampnett, which was the beginning of 

a lifetime association with Chichester and Sussex  

• David married Pearl Turner, a Chichester girl in 1944 and the following year began 

teaching at Chichester School of Art (above the Buttermarket).  

• Thereafter his entrepreneurial talents led to setting up Chichester Design 

Associates, the David Paul Gallery and the David Paul Workshop; he was also 

closely involved with like-minded people to establish Chichester’s Festival Theatre, 

Pallant House Gallery, the Oxmarket Gallery – and the Chichester Society! 

 

Today’s Chichester Society can be traced to a public meeting held on 1 October 

1973 when David Goodman argued for an active pressure group to prevent 

unwanted and excessive new development in Chichester.  

Local people were outraged by the County Council’s plans that would mean demolishing 

yet more of Chichester’s historic fabric, especially for new ring roads circulating around the 

ancient city walls. That is the background to David Goodman’s address before a capacity 

audience in the Old Court Room at the North Street Assembly Rooms.  

 



He reviewed the city’s changing circumstances and threats to its character, especially in 

the years after 1945 and concluded that ‘I would like to see and to work for a pressure 

group capable of powerful action at any level, and with a positive programme of 

conservation’.  

 

The mood of the meeting was for change and new blood, despite intense opposition from 

the existing Civic Society. The evening ended in a coup d’état - a take-over – because the 

audience wanted a new amenity group with David Goodman as the Chairman. And that’s 

what happened over the following months. 

 

(Note: at that time the existing Chichester Civic Society was viewed by many local people 

as ineffective due to its overly passive relationship with the County Council, then the main 

authority for planning and development).  

 

The momentum for change continued with a second public meeting, this time at the 

Cathedral in June 1974 with 1,500 participants and speakers of national status. 

The intention was to pressure local councils and planning authorities to take a more 

flexible and imaginative approach to redeveloping Chichester – a message that reached 

national media. As David Goodman remarked ‘The Society can no longer be described as 

a vociferous minority but as a responsible group to be respected and listened to’. 

 

Registered as a charity in October 1974 the Society rapidly attracted a membership of 

around 1,500 – at that time one of the largest amenity groups in the country.  

 

The Society has consolidated since then and continues to act as a watch-dog on planning 

and civic issues – the latest being the District Council’s draft Local Plan that will set the 

pattern of future development. But none of this would have occurred had not David 

Goodman called that first public meeting 40 years ago. On the cusp of the Society’s 40th 

birthday we can all be grateful to David Goodman and his supporters. 

 
ENDS 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

Note for editors 

The Chichester Society was established in 1973 and among its objectives is to ensure that new urban 
development contributes positively to the city’s future by complementing its unique past – the Roman, 
Mediaeval and Georgian heritage seen in today’s buildings and streetscape. It therefore supports and 
promotes high standards of planning and architecture, but seeks improvements to the city’s social and 
cultural life.  




